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1 First-order definability of generic super-

compactness 

For a class P of posets, a cardinal r., is said to be generically supercompact by P, 

if, for any入2':r.,, there is a poset IP E P with (V, IP)-generic G, and classes j, 

M ~ V[G] such that 

(1.1) j: V ~ M ~ V[G]; 1l 

(1.2) crit(j) = r.,, j(氏） ＞入； and

(1.3) j”入EM.

We call the class mapping j as above a.¥-generically supercompact embedding 

for"'・ 

If M is obtained as an inner model of V by ultraproduct construction with a 

<切-completeultrafilter in V, the condition (1.3) implies入M こM (see Proposition 

22.4 in [5]). 

In the context of generic supercompactness, the condition (1.3) still implies a 

certain kind of closedness of M. This can be seen in the following Lemma: 

Lemma 1.1 (Lemma 2.5 in [2]) Suppose that G is a (V, IP)-generic filter for a poset 

IP E V, and j : V ~ M こV[l3]is such that, for cardinals K,, 入inV with K, :S入，

crit(j) = K, and j”入EM. Then, we have the following: 

(1) For any set A E V with V F I A I :S入， wehave j"A EM. 

(2) j「入， j「入2EM. 

(3) For any A E V with A ~入 or A~ 炉 we have A EM. 

(4) （入＋）M 2:（入＋）v,Thus, if（応）v=（入＋）V[Gl,then（応戸＝m）又

(5) 1{ （入＋）v~M.

(6) j f A E M for all A E 1{因）y ロ

It is consistent (modulo a supercompact cardinal) that a successor cardinal of 

a regular uncountable cardinal is generically supercompact. In the following, we 

use Kanamori's notation of collapsing posets (see §10 of [5]). 

Fact 1.2 Suppose that代 isa (really) supercompact cardinal, μ < ri, a regular un-

countable cardinal, and IP。=Col(μ,/'i,). Then, for a (V, IP。)-genericG。,

V[G。]F"μ+ is a generically supercompact cardinal by < μ-closed posets". 

りWhenwe write j: V ~MC::: V[{3], we always assume that Mis transitive in V[{3]. 
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Proof. Note that V[G。］ヒ“炉＝応

For入こ代， letj: V喜 Mbea入-supercompactembedding for,,,,_ Then we have 

by closedness of M 
/ 

j(IPo) = Col(j(μ), j(,,,,))M = Col(μ,j（,,,,))v. 

‘‘  by elementarity = μ 

For a (V[G。]，Col(μ,j (,,,,) ¥,,,,))-generic filter 4:3, the lifting 

J: V[Go]2t M[Go][G]；砂°→j(g)Co*G 
ヽ
<;;; V[Gol[G] 

witnesses the generic入-supercompactnessof 氏 byμ-closed posets in V[G。]．
ヽ
＝ （忙）V[Go] 口(Fact1.2) 

For a class P of posets such that no IP E P adds any new w-sequence of ground 

model sets, the generic supercompactness by P is first-order definable. This is seen 

in the following Proposition. The Proposition is proved by imitating the proof of 

the characterization of supercompactness by Solovay and Reinhardt in terms of the 

existence of normal ultrafilters (see e.g. Theorem 22. 7 in [5]). 

Theorem 1.3 Suppose that P is a class of posets such that no IP E P adds any 

new w-sequence of ground model sets, and P is closed with respect to restriction 

{i. e, if IP E P and p E IP, then IP f p E P). 

An uncountable cardinal,,,, is generically supercompact by P if and only if, for 

any入2氏， thereis a IP E P such that 

If-IP " there is a V -normal ultra filter on岱（丸（入）刈”.

Here, the notion of V-normal ultrafilter is defined as follows: Suppose that we 

are living in a universe W and V is an inner model. Let入bean ordinal in V, 

IEV,エこ岱（入） a1J-ideal with {0 ET for all~< 入， and BEV the sub-Boolean 

algebra B =岱（エ） ofpWば）．

In W, U ~ B is a V -normal ultra filter if 

(1.4) U is a ultrafilter on the Boolean algebra B. I.e., 

(i) 0 (/_ U; 

(ii) An A'E U for any A, A'E U; 

(iii) ifAEU,AこA'EB, then A'E U; and 

(iv) for any A EB, either A EU  or I¥ A EU; 
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(1.5) For any x0 EI, we have {x EI : x。こ x}EU; 

(1.6) For any〈Ae:~ E入〉 EV,if {Ae : ~＜入｝こ U, we have 

△eE入AeEU. Here,△eE入Aeis the diagonal intersection of Ae's defined by 

(1. 7) △eE入Ae:={xEI:xEAeforall~Ex}. 

Lemma 1.4 Suppose that UこBis a V -normal ultrajilter. 

(1) For 8く入 suchthat 8 E I, and〈Ae:~E8>E V with A~ E U for all ~ E 8, 

we haven在凸 EU.

(2) (Pressing Down Lemma) For any f EV with f :エ→V,if {x EI : f(x) E 

x} E U, then there is ~＜入 such that { x E I : f (x) = 0 E U. 

Proof. (1): Let A~ := I for all~ E入＼ 8.Then 

EU by (1.6) /-uぅ △EE入Aen{xEI: 8 こ x} こ n~EliA~.
ヽ ‘v‘

by (1.4), (ii) E U by (1.5) 

Hence, n厨灰 EU by (1.4), (iii). 

(2): Suppose that f is a counter-example to the assertion. That is, 

(1.8) A:= {x EI: f(x) Ex} EU, but 

(1. 9) Ae : = { x E I : f (x) # 0 E U for all ~ E入

Then△e＜入Aen A E U by (1.6) and (1.4), (ii). By (1.4), (i), there is an element 

x* of this set. f (x*) E x* by (1.8) but f (x*) # ~ for all ~ E x* by (1.9) and the 

definition (1.7) of diagonal intersection. This is a contradiction. 口(Lemma1.4) 

Proof of Theorem 1.3 : （⇒）： Let 入~ r;, and let IP be a < μ-closed poset with 

(V, IP)-generic (; and cl⑮ ses j, M ~ V[(;] such that j : V喜 Misa入-generically

supercompact embedding for r;,. In particular, we have j"入EM. Note that 

(1.10) MF  j”入E摩）（j（入）） ＝ j（冗（炉）．

In V[l3], let 

Uj := { A E V : A ~丸（入）又 j’’入 E j(A)}. 

The following is easy to check: 

Claim 1.4.1 Uj is a V-normal ultrafilter on P刈冗（入）刈 T
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（<¢=:): Let入2:"'and let IP be a < μ-closed poset with (V, IP)-generic (3 and 

V-normal ultrafilter U E V[Q:3] on P刈丸（入）刈

Let 

(1.11) W := {f EV : f: P刈丸（入）V)→V}

(1.12) For f, g E W, f ~u g：⇔ ｛XE冗（入）v: f(x) = g(x)} EU; 

f Eu g：⇔ ｛XE丸（入）V:f（叫 Eg（ぉ）｝ EU.

~u is a congruence relation to Eu. 

We write f /~u Eu g/~u：⇔ f Eu g. 2) 

Let iu: V→W / ~u be defined by 

(1.13) iu(a) = canst叶～u

for a E V where consta denote the function on岱（丸（入）刈 whosevalue is constantly 

a. Los's Theorem holds: 

Claim 1.4.2 For any formula r.p = r.p(xo,…,Xn-1) in £E (the language of ZF), and 

Jo,…，fn-1 E W, we have 〈W/~u,Eu〉Fr.p(fo/~u,…,fn-i/~u), if and only if 

{x E pV(p/f,（入）v): V F  r.p(fo(x),…，fn-1(x))} EU. 

ト Byinduction on cp. ~ (Claim 1.4.2) 

By Claim 1.4.2, the class mapping iu above is an elementary embedding of V 

into〈W/~u,Eu〉.

Claim 1.4.3 Eu is (i) an extensional, (ii) well-founded and (iii) set-like relation 

on W/~u-

ト (i): The extensionality of Eu follows from the elementarity of iu. 

(ii): Assume, toward a contradiction, that there is a sequence〈fn: n E w〉in

W such that fn+l Eu fn for all n E w. By the definition of Eu, this means that 

An= {x E'P刈丸（入）刈： fn+i(x)E fn(x)} EU for all n E w. Since IP does not add 

any new w-sequence,〈fn: n E w〉EV.Thus, we also have〈An:nEw〉EV.By 

Lemma 1.4, (1), it follows that nnEw心 EU. For an element x of this intersection, 

we have 

2) We apply here "Scott's trick" and define the equivalence class f / ~u by 

f /~u := {g E W : g ~u f and g is of minimal E-rank 
among elements of W with this property} 

to make the equivalence class f /~u a set. 
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fo(x) 3 fi(x) 3 h(x) 3 h(x) 3 ・ ・ ・ 

by definition of An's. This is a contradiction. 

(iii): Let f E W be arbitrary, and let S = UxEP団（詑） f(x).Then, by Los's 

Theorem, we have 

{g/~u : g/~u Eu f /~u}~ {g/~u : g: Pv(P,.（入）刈→ S}

The right side of the inclusion is clearly a set. ~ (Claim 1.4.3) 

Let μu:〈W/~u,Eu〉→〈M,E〉bethe Mostowski-collapse, and let [・]u : W → 

M; f f--t [flu:= μu(f /~u)-

L6s's Theorem (Claim 1.4.2) translates to the following: 

Claim 1.4.4 For any formula c.p = c.p(xo,…,Xn-1) in £E (the language of ZF), and 

Jo,…,fn-1 E W, we have M F c.p([fo]u,…， [f n-1]u), if and only if 

{x E P刈P氏（入）刈： VFc.p(fo(x),…,fn-1(x))} EU. ~ 

Let 

Ju: V ~ M; a f--t [a]u := μu(iu(a)) = [consta]u-

We show that Ju : V ~ M is a 入—generically supercompact embedding for氏

Claim 1.4.5 (1) Ju (~) = ~ for all ~ E氏

(2) ju("')>"'-

(3) Ju”入EM.

~ (1): Note that Ju (~) = µu(iu (~)) = [const1;]u. Thus, for~ く "'and f E W, 

[flu E Ju(＜)⇔ [f]u E [cons伶]u

⇔ {x €岱（冗（入）v) : f(x) E ~ } E U 、、
Claim 1.4.4 = conste(x) 

⇔ {x E岱（丸（入）V): f(x) =が｝ EUfor some か€く、、
by Lemma 1.4, (2) and (1.5) = canst，，，・（x)

⇔ [flu= Ju（か） forsome が€C. 
ヽ

Claim 1.4.4 

Thus, by induction on~ < "', we obtain ju(~) =~for all~ < "'・ 

(2): Let l: P刈冗（入）V）→ V;x e---+ sup(x n "') 

For all ~ < "', we have 
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Claim 1.4.4 and (1.5) 

＾ ( =  Ju(O = [const,]u く［し］u く[canst』u= Ju(/'i,). 、、
(1) Claim 1.4.4 and (1.5) 

Thus /'i,さ[i]u< j(/'i,). 

(3): We show that [idp心）v]u= Ju”入

For an arbitrary f E W 

[flu E [idp~ （入）v]u ⇔ {x E丸（入）V : f(x) E X } E U 、、
by Claim 1.4.4 = idp,（入）v(x)

⇔ {x E冗（入）V : f(x) =ぐ｝ EUfor someぐ＜入、 、
by Lemma 1.4, (2) = const~•(x) 

⇔ [flu= Ju（ぐ） forsomeぐ＜入
ヽ

by Claim 1.4.4 

It follows that there is JP E (3 such that 

JP If-IP" there is a V-normal ultrafilter on岱（丸（入）V)". 

~ (Claim 1.4.5) 

Since IP「IPE P by the assumption on P, we obtain the desired condition for入by

replacing IP with IP f JP. 口（Theorem1.3) 

Note that the proof of Claim 1.4.3 relies on the property of P that no IP adds 

any new w-sequence ground model sets. Note also that the argument using the fact 

that the well-foundedness of a relation isふ isirrelevant here since the relation Eu 

is not in the ground model. 

Thus, the proof of Theorem 1.3 cannot simply be applied to the generic super-

compactness by a class of posets P whose elements might add new w-sequences of 

ground model sets. 

By Theorem 1.3 we obtain another characterization of generic supercompactness 

by a P as in Theorem 1.3: 

Corollary 1.5 Suppose that P is a class of posets such that no IP E P adds any 

new w-sequence of ground model sets, and P is closed with respect to restriction. 

Then, the following are equivalent: 

(a) r;, is generically supercompact by P. 

(b) For any入2r;,, there is a『EP such that 

If-IP" there is a V-normal ultrajilter on岱（丸（入）刈'’.

(c) For any入2r;,, there is a IP E P such that for any (V, IP)-generic (3, there 

are classes j, M ~ V[(J] such that j: V ~ M; crit(j) = r;,; j（r;,) >入 andj”入EM.

ロ
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2 Rado Conjectures of height > w1 

For an infinite cardinal μ, a tree T =〈T,臼〉 issaid to be μ-special if T is the union 

of μ-many antichains (i.e. subsets whose elements are pairwise incomparable). Note 

that 

(2.1) Any tree of heightく炉 isμ-special, and any tree of height > μ+ is not 

μ-special. 

For cardinals μ, rc with rc > μ+, the Rado Conjecture of heightμ+ with reflection 

point<氏 isthe principle: 

RC(μ,< rc): For any tree T, if Tis not μ-special, then there is T'E [T]＜氏 such

that T'is not μ-special. 

The following is a straight-forward generalization of Lemma 12 in [6]: 

Lemma 2.1 If a tree T is μ-special and IP a <μ+-closed poset, then we have 

1日IP"T・is not μ-special". 

Proof. By (2.1), we may assume that ht(T) = μ+. Suppose that|f-IP "T is μ-special ", 

and let f be a IP-name such that 

(2.2) IトIP"f: T→μ and 

t1"{0 is an antichain in T for all~<µ". 

We want to prove that Tis μ-special (in V). 

By induction on a: < μ, we can take lPt E IP and ~t E μ for t E Ta such that 

(2.3) if t':::;T t then lPt :::;IP ]Pt'; and 

(2.4) lPt|トIP‘‘f(i)＝ぷ'’.

~ ote that, for each t E T, if Pt', for all t'::;T t have been defined according to (2.3) 

and (2.4), there is『 EIP with『 ::;T『t'forall t'::;T t by < μ+ -closedness of IP. 

Thus we can choose Pt ::;IP p such that it satisfies (2.4). 

For~<µ, let 

A(:= {t ET : ~t = 0-

Then T = LJ(<μ A(, and each 庚 for~<µ is an antichain by (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4). 

口(Lemma2.1) 

Proposition 2.2 Suppose that μ十＜ K,and K, is a generically supercompact cardi-

nal by<μ+ -closed posets. Then RC(μ',< /'i,) holds for all w::; μ'::; μ. 
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Proof. Suppose that w :S μ':S μ and T is not μ'-special. Let I T I＝入． Wewant 

to show that there is a subtree T'of T of cardinalityく;;,which is not μ'-special. 

Without loss of generality, we may assume that the underlying set of T is入

That is. we assume that T =〈入，臼〉．

Let IP be a< μ+-closed poset, and Ga (V, IP)-generic set with j, M こV[G]such 

that 

(1.1) j:V 喜 M~V[G];

(1.2) crit(j) = ;;,, j（;;,) >入； and

(1.3) j”入EM.

By <μ+-closedness of [P3) and Lemma 2.1, we have 

(2.5) V[G]F "T is not μ'-special". 

The tree j”入＝〈j”入，j":S分isisomorphic to T. Thus we have 

V [ G] F "j "T is not μ'-special". 

Since the tree j"T is an element of M by Lemma 1.1, it follows that 

M F "j "T is not μ'-special". Thus, we have 

M F "there is a subtree T'of j (T) of size < j (11,) which is not μ'-special". 
ヽ

= j(μ') 
By elementarity, it follows that 

V仁“thereis a subtree T'of T of sizeく K,which is not μ'-special". 

口(Prnposition2.2) 

3 Laver-generically supercompact cardinals 

The notion of Laver-generically large cardinal was introduced in [2]. The Laver-

genericity for a class P of posets, as we define here, is stronger than the one given 

in [2], and it corresponds to the definition of Laver-genericity for (Pア） in[3]. 

A class P of posets is itemble if 

(3.1) P is closed with respect to forcing equivalence. That is, if IP E P and IP' 

is forcing equivalent to IP, then IP'E P; 

(3.2) IP f IP E P for any IP E P and IP E IP; and 

3) Note that < μ'+ -closedness of IP follows from this. 
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(3.3) if IP E P and|f-IP " Q c P ", then IP * Q E P. 
～ ～ 

For a cardinal r,, and an iterable class P of posets, we call r,, a Laver-generically 

supercompact for P (or L-g supercompact, for short) if, for any入ミ氏 andany 

IP E P, there is a IP-name of a poset g with|f-lP "g c P" such that, for any 

(V, IP* g)-generic filter IH, there are M, j <:;:: V[IH] such that 

(3.4) j: V喜M,

(3.5) crit(j) = r,,, j（r,,) >入，

(3.6) IP, 1H E M and 

(3.7) j”入EM.

We shall call j as above a入L-gsupercompact embedding (with the critical point 

r,,, associated with 1H over V). 

Even in the case that the class of IP of posets consists of < μ-closed posets, the 

first-order formulizability of the notion of Laver-generic supercompactness is un-

known: An argument like that of Proposition 1.3 cannot help because it apparently 

cannot create the situation with (3.6). 

Thus, at least at the moment, we have to treat a Laver-generic large cardinal 

merely as a scheme. In each of the concrete instances we encounter, this is no 

problem since we know there exactly how the elementary embeddings j, and inner 

models M are constructed. 

The situation depicted in the following theorem is archetypal for this: 

Theorem 3.1 μ+ is L-g supercompact in the model given in Fact 1.2. More pre-

cisely, if r,, is a (really) supercompact cardinal, μ < r,, a regular uncountable cardinal, 

and IP。=Col(μ,r,,), then, for a (V, IP。)-genericG。,

V[G0] F "μ+ is a L-g supercompact cardinal for< μ-closed posets". 

The theorem above follows from the corollary (Corollary 3.4) of the next theo-

rem which is a generalization of Proposition 10.20 in Kanamori [5]: 

Theorem 3.2 (see Theorem 1.5 in [2]) Suppose that μ, and入 areregular with 

μ<入． IfIP is a separative poset such that I IP I＝入， IPis μ-closed, and 

(3.s) I日“thereis a surjection μ→入’'，

then ro(IP)全 ro(Col(μ,｛入｝））．

The following are well-known and easy to prove: 

u
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Lemma 3.3 Let μ be an uncountable regular cardinal. Then 

(1) For disjoint sets S,。,S1,we have Col(μ, S。US1) ~ Col(μ, S1) x Col(μ, Sサ

(2) If IP。andIP1 are < μ-closed, then IP。xIP1 is < μ-closed. 

(3) If IP。is< μ-closed and|f-lP。“E1is <μ-closed", then IP。*『1is < μ-closed. 

ロ

Corollary 3.4 (Corollary 1.6, (2) in [2]) For any< μ-closed poset IP and cardinals 

v,入。，入 withI IP I ~入o= （入。)<µ<入， and v ~入o, we have 

Col(μ,.X. ¥ v) ~ Col(μ,.X.) ~ IP x Col(μ,入） ～ IP* Col(μ，入）立、 、、
① ② ③ 

Proof. ① ： Since I Col(μ,入。＋ 2¥ v) I = I Col(μ,入。＋ 2)I＝入。 andboth of the 

posets add a surjection from μ to入。， wehave 

(3.9) Col(μ，入。＋ 2¥ v) ~ Col(μ,｛入o})~ Col(μ，入。＋ 2)

by Theorem 3.2. Thus 

Col(v，入＼ v) ~ Col(μ，入。＋ 2¥ v) x Col(v,入＼入。＋ 2)
ヽ

by Lemma 3.3, (1) 

~ Col(μ,,¥0 + 2) x Col(v，入＼入。＋ 2) ~ Col(μ，入）、 、
by (3.9) by Lemma 3.3, (1) 

② :By Lemma 3.3, (2) and Theorem 3.2, we have 

(3.10) IP x Col(μ，入。＋ 1)~ Col(μ,｛入o})~ Col(μ，入。＋ 1).

Thus 

IP x Col(μ，入） ～ IP x Col(μ，入。＋ 1)x Col(μ，入＼入。＋ 1)
ヽ

by Lemma 3.3, (1) 

~ Col(μ，入。＋ 1)x Col(μ,入＼入。＋ 1)~ Col(μ，入）．、 、
by (3.10) by Lemma 3.3, (1) 

③ :follows from the < μ-closedness of IP. 

Proof of Theorem 3.1: Suppose that V[G。]FIP is < μ-closed. 

口(Cornlla,y3.4) 

Let円bea IP。-nameof IP, and let入：：：：：氏 bearbitrary. Let入。 besuch that 

I IP。*EI,入<入oand（入。）くμ ＝入。． Withoutloss of generality, we may assume that 

the underlying set of IP。*『 isa cardinal :::;入。・
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Let j : V ~ M ~ V be a入。-supercompactembedding for ;;,, Note that 

入。 <j(;;,)::;j(入。）． 4)

For an arbitrary (V[Q:3。],IP)-genericset (3, let ~。 be a (V[G。]［Q:3],Col(μ, j（入。））V[Ool[O])-
‘v‘  

(= Col(μ,j（入o))v)

generic set. In V[G。]， LetQ = IP * Col(μ, j（入。））（V［Col)F.6 * H。isthen a (V[Q:3。]，Q)-

generic set. 

By Corollary 3.4, there is a (V, Col(μ, j（入o)))-genericset肘 suchthat j"Q:3。=
G。こ~ and V［伯］ ＝V[Q:3。]［6]［馴。］．

Let 

(3.11) ] : V[Q:3。]~M［伯］こ V[~]；砂0 f-t j (q;) 1H. 

Since IP。EM by the closedness of M (as a target model of入。-supercompact

embedding for 11,) and Lemma 1.1, we have IP。E M[a:3。]． Hencewe also have 

C。EM[a:3。].Bythe closedness of M[a:3。]（］＂入。＝ j”入。 EMこM[6。]）， wehave 

IP E M[a:3o] and Col(μ, j（入o))V[Oo][O] = Col(μ, j（入。））vEM<:;;; M[IH]. 

Thus we have a:3, 1H。EM[IH] and M[IH] = M[a:3。]［Cl[1H。]． Itfollows that J is a 

入-L-gsupercompact embedding with the critical point 11,, associated with (3 * 1H。
over V[a:3。 ]．口(Theorem3.1) 

In [2], it is proved that a/the L-g supercompact cardinal for < N1-closed poset 

is N2 (if it exists). The proof can be generalized to show that a L-g supercompact 

cardinal for < Nn-closed poset is Nn+l for each n E w. 

In general we have the following. Let us first see the situation with an arbitrary 

class P of posets: 

Lemma 3.5 If 11, is generically supercompact by a class P of posets, and 11, is a 

limit cardinal, then 11, is a M ahlo cardinal. 5) 

Proof. We prove first that 11, is a regular cardinal. Suppose not. Then there 

is a strictly increasing sequence〈aむi: e < 6〉ofordinals such that 8 < 11, and 

lime<b ae = K,. 
Let IP E P be such that, for a (V, IP)-generic a:3, and j, H <:;;; V[a:3], 

(3.12) j : V喜M,and 

(3.13) crit(j) = 11,. 

4) j（入0)is going to play the role of入inCorollary 3.4. 

5) Actually, for the following proof, it is enough to assume that,-. is generically measurable. 
Here, a cardinal,-. is said to be generically mesearable by P, if there is a IP E P with (V, IP)-

generic G, j, ME  V[G] such that j: V ~MC::: V[G]; and crit(j)＝氏
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By the elementarity (3.12) and (3.13), we have j(〈O:xi: ~ < 8〉)＝〈叫： ~<8〉·

Hence, again by elementarity, V[G] F j(;;,) = lim~＜叫＝"'· This is a contradiction 

to (3.13). 

Suppose now that C ~氏 is a club. Then, for IP, G, j, Mas above, we have MF  

"j(C) is a club in j（;;,)" and M :3 j(c) n;;, = C. It follows that M F ;;, E j(C). 

Since MF";;, is regular", we have MF  "there is a regular cardinal E j(C)". By 

elementarity, it follows that V F " there is a regular cardinal E C’'．口 (Lemma3.5) 

Lemma 3.6 (1) Suppose that ;;, is a generically measurable cardinal by a < μ-

closed poset. If;;, is a successor cardinal then μく位

(2) Suppose that ;;, is a L-g supercompact cardinal for a class P of posets with 

Col(μ,{μ+}) E P forμ < "'・ Then we have ;;, = μ九

(3) Suppose that ;;, is a L-g supercompact cardinal for < μ-closed posets. If;;, is 

a successor cardinal, then ;;, = μ土

Proof. (1): Suppose that ;;, =（;;,0)+. Toward a contradiction, assume μ 2". ;;,. Let 

poset IP be a< μ-closed poset such that, for (V, IP)-generic G and j, M こV[G],we 

have j : V ~ M ~ V[G] and crit(j) = "'・ 
Then 

(3.14) M 巨（恥o))+= j（刈

=ヽ Ko 

by elementarity. On the other hand, V[G]ヒ“氏 isa cardinal" by the < μ-closedness 

of IP. Hence M F喰 isa cardinal" and M F 11'。＜代く j("'). This is a contradic-

tion to (3.14). 

(2): Suppose that "'> μ+. Let IP = Col(μ,{μ+}) and let Q be such that IP桑Q,

Q is < μ-closed, and, for (V, Q)-generic 1H there are j, M ~ V[IH] with j : V ~ M, 

"'= crit(j), and IP, 1H EM. 

By elementarity, we have 

MF" j((μりり isthe successor cardinal of j (μ) ". 

‘‘  ＝ （正）V =μ 

However, 1H n IP (E M) collapses（正）vto an ordinal of cardinality μ. This is a 

contradiction. 

(3): follows from (1) and (2). 口(Lemma3.6) 

Problem 3. 7 Is it consistent that for some regular uncountable μ, there is a limit 

cardinal ti, which is L-g supercompact for< μ-closed posets? 
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